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Concept 300: an Outstanding Value!
If you are looking for durable furniture that combines both style and ﬂexibility, but at highly competitive prices,
then Concept 300 is the solution for you. Its timeless design and clean lines will give your decor a touch of class...
without breaking your budget. Concept 300 brings you sturdy one-inch thick work surfaces in high performance
thermofused laminate, a choice of two styles of handles as well as a purely distinctive look with horizontal wood
grain. Concept 300 also includes a standard two-tone application.
Here, style and ﬂexibility also mean available quickly! Indeed, the whole Concept 300 collection is part of the
Lacasse QuickShip Program. Now, that is quite convenient! Don’t you think?

OUTSTANDING VALUE

Cover:
Concept 300 furniture.
Classic Chocolate finish.
Saggio seating by
United Chair.
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Concept 300 furniture. Natural Maple finish. FreeStyle seating by United Chair.
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TIMELESS
DESIGN
Concept 300 furniture. Salta and Snow finishes. Onyx seating by United Chair.

The Choice
Is Yours!
With the numerous
components of the
Concept 300 collection,
you can design your own
personal workspace, no
matter the size. Go for
it: make your own plan.
Possibilities are limitless!
Why not get a desk featuring
a pedestal with inner
drawers? Practical and
elegant, the pedestal features
a full-height front which
conceals a box drawer
as well as a file drawer,
an original design worthy
of Groupe Lacasse.

Concept 300 furniture. Ruby finish.
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Concept 300

C300

31NE-UFM3072FFA NRM

31NN-BTM3672 NRM

31NE-SLF2072 NRM

31NN-B2072S NRM

3NNE-242473FB NRM

31NE-IF2072S NRM

Office Furniture Solutions
Founded in 1956, Groupe Lacasse is a North American leader in the design, manufacture and
service of a broad range of high-quality furniture products for all types of work environments.
We have the experience, expertise and capability to deliver incomparable design, exceptional
quality, optimum service and outstanding value in Office Furniture Solutions.
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HANDLES

1 888 522-2773
www.groupelacasse.com

Concept 300 has achieved GREENGUARD GOLD Certification
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